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Which qualities are vital to a successful entrepreneur? It’s very much a subjective conundrum but
energy, vision, commitment, self-belief, a capacity for reinvention and several others come to
mind when you consider the varying career paths of the Murdochs, the Bransons, the Dysons and
others.
But maybe there is one asset that overshadows everything when it comes to turning business
dreams into reality – and that’s a refusal to be beaten, however seemingly insurmountable the
obstacles.
You can call it determination, stubbornness, or sheer bloody-mindedness, but that seems to me
to be the defining characteristic of truly great individuals. A never give up attitude – whatever the
circumstances – is pretty hard to beat when the going gets tough.
In the most memorable example of modern times, it was Churchill’s Bulldog spirit which
dragged his country into a war against the most evil regime mankind had ever faced. While others
wavered and sought a ruinous appeasement, Winston provided the leadership to take on Hitler
and save Europe from an unthinkable fate.
The Churchill analogy may be rather extreme, but it surely encapsulates the warrior mentality
which often separates winners from losers, whether in business or fighting a world war.
World conflicts apart, consider the examples of our four featured entrepreneurs in the winter
edition of BusinessWorks Worcestershire and Black Country.
Ben Davidson says the death of his mother 15 years ago eventually gave him the impetus to
launch his own estate agency, now a firm fixture in Birmingham property circles. Nothing could
faze Ben in comparison with that tragic loss, as he reveals.
Linda Smith has survived two bouts of cancer to find herself at the helm of Malvern technology
accelerator BetaDen, an inspiring initiative which aims to transform Worcestershire’s economy from
its traditional image as a rural backwater to a new template for hi-tech innovators.
Tony Hague was forced to lay off dozens of well-regarded workers when the global recession of
2007-08 struck. But PP Automation & Control stuck to its guns, fought back against the downturn
with new training innovations and around a year or so later had welcomed back virtually all its
former employees.
Gary O’Reilly lost most of his clients when Covid-19 decimated his nascent data protection and
business advisory venture. With the help of pathologist wife Sarah, Gary channelled his energies
into family life before turning his attentions back to SME Comply Ltd, with new clients now signed
up across the UK and overseas.
All four case studies highlight that nothing can beat a
determined human spirit when the chips are down, and that a never
say die attitude is a priceless asset for any would-be entrepreneur.
In a worrying era of increasing groupthink – fuelled in my view by
the echo chambers created by the more disturbing aspects of social
media – we need entrepreneurial flair more than ever. If that flair is
backed by the sort of character demonstrated by this edition’s four
examples, that’s a pretty unbeatable combination.
Jon Griffin, BW Editor
In association with
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BUMPY RIDE
AHEAD BUT
FORTUNE
FAVOURS
THE BRAVE

A MARKED RISE IN
PROPERTY SALES

By Johnathan Dudley, Midlands Managing Partner at
national audit, tax, advisory and risk firm Crowe.
Given the global economic turbulence of the past 18 months, anyone
claiming they have a clear insight into 2022 and what lies ahead is very
much putting their head on the block.
However, what DO we know?
Cash is, and will remain, king. As COVID-19 debts get paid down and
credit limits reduce, lack of working capital will be a serious concern.
At one end, it will prevent or reduce investment, at the other it can lead
to business failure.
There will be more pressure on money supply and it will cost more. We
need to get used to inflation being around 4-5%. At that level, it helps
reduce the government’s debt pile. In this instance, inflation is not all
bad.
A limit on supply will increasingly generate inflation, due to lack of raw
materials, increased wages, and power costs rising.
We will see a continued drive towards onshoring for several reasons.
Supply chain issues, inflation and the need to stock more to maintain
surety of supply, already drives the argument for onshoring.
Add to this the government action requiring large companies to state
their route to net-zero, which will quickly trickle down supply chains.
There will be a real opportunity for businesses that can onshore their
products and minimise exposure to goods or components where the
country of supply does not subscribe to COP26 initiatives to save the
planet.
More and more people are becoming aware of what their actions mean
when buying consumer goods. Similarly, they are thinking about how
they fuel their vehicles.
There will be a real opportunity for businesses to differentiate
themselves by highlighting the shortage of their supply chain by
geographical measure, and the absence of components that are
sourced from countries still burning lots of fossil fuels for power.
The government is gambling on growth continuing and accelerating.
Therefore, it needs to support business investment. People and
businesses with cash will want to invest it to maintain its value and
beat inflation erosion – a strong reason why government must further
encourage businesses to invest rather than sitting on cash.
If growth does not continue as the government hopes, then the debt
requirement will increase as the tax take reduces, which points to more
taxation later.
So the key messages for 2022 are - cut your supply chain distances and
check origin, onshore if you can, and get your cash working for you.
Johnathan Dudley is based at Crowe’s Midlands office in Oldbury
in the Black Country. He can be contacted on 0121 543 1900
or email johnathan.dudley@crowe.co.uk.
For more information about Crowe, visit www.crowe.co.uk.

A marked rise in property sales across Worcestershire in
2021 has seen the market bounce back despite Covid-19,
says leading regional estate agent Matt Nicol.
Matt, managing director of Nicol and Co, was commenting
on the latest figures which revealed 4,251 sales in the
county last year, a 23 per cent rise on sales in 2020.
These figures included a 27.5 per cent increase to 1,819
sales in Worcester while sales in Droitwich were almost
identical in 2021 and 2020 at 466 versus 469.
Matt said: “These strong figures across Worcestershire
reflect a significant post-lockdown recovery, while even in
Droitwich the maintenance of sales at the same level shows
the resilience of the local market.”
He said the healthy market was the reason behind the rise
in average house prices across the county in the last 12
months, now standing at £285,700 in Malvern, £275,200 in
Droitwich and £242,800 in Worcester, where nearly half of
sales took place.
Meanwhile, the lettings picture has fluctuated in the
last year, with the average monthly rental figure across
Worcestershire up 6 per cent to £765.
Mr Nicol also quoted specific 2021 data for Nicol and
Co, which has three branches in Droitwich, Malvern and
Worcester.
He said: “Across the whole 12 months we conducted over
6,500 viewings and made and received over 300,000 phone
calls on behalf of our vendors and landlords.
“We launched 482 properties, completed on 450 sales and
created 135 new tenancies, and we look forward to growing
these figures again in 2022.
“Against the backdrop of strong economic growth,
particularly in 2021 and 2022, forecasts for property price
growth over the coming years are positive.
“The housing market proved to be one of the bright
stars during the initial Covid pandemic, bolstered by the
significant Government economic support packages and the
stamp duty holiday.
“The impact of the Omicron variant is yet to play out but the
early indicators are that the market is returning to pre-Covid
patterns.” l
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CHARITY OF THE
YEAR APPLICATIONS
Three local charities are to receive fund-raising,
awareness and volunteer support from Thursfields
Solicitors for the 2022-23 year.
The leading Midlands law firm’s new charity of the
year application window has now opened, and
entries will be accepted for consideration until
March 25 2022.
The charities will each be from areas served by
Thursfields’ offices - one for the Birmingham and
Solihull offices, one for the Black Country office in
Halesowen and one for the firm’s Worcestershire
offices at Kidderminster and Worcester.
The successful charities will then become
Thursfields’ chosen trio from May 1 2022 to April
30 2023.
Thursfields Chairman Nick O’Hara said: “We will
support those charities throughout the next 12
months to help them provide crucial services within
our communities.
“Our team across Thursfields’ offices will strive to
raise as many funds as possible for each charity,
providing volunteers to help on projects and raising
awareness of the important role each charity plays.
“We all live and work in our local communities and
so we are keen to support local charities as much
as we can, helping them to make even more of a
difference to those who are in greatest need.”
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Conversation Worcestershire

with Anja Potze

Don’t look backwards – you’re not going that way! Says the utterly charming Anja
Potze. Anja is the Dutch powerhouse behind Anja Potze Fine Jewellery, an award-winning
independent jewellers based on historic Friar Street in the heart of beautiful Worcester.
This month, Anja is in conversation with Ruby Edwards from You Do Better PR:
My alarm goes off and…
… I rise at 6am, normally, and feed the dogs, tidy the house, enjoy breakfast and
get ready to leave home around 8.15. I try to get to the boutique (which my iPhone
considers as home!)
How did you start doing what you’re doing?
I started making children’s beaded jewellery when I was small, and progressed to
working for jewellers when I was 15 years old, on Saturdays and late night shopping, in
Amsterdam. I came to the UK when I was 21, started working with the Asprey Group,
Nathan’s in Birmingham and then continued my trade, launching Anja Potze in Worcester
in 1994.
What worries you?
We’ve been very lucky during the pandemic - we were ahead of the game and our online
platforms were open for business, despite our doors being closed. We appreciate our
customer’s staying loyal and helping us through the tricky times.
What are your notable highlights to date?
A real soft spot is when we did Lady Thatcher’s jewellery,
getting to know her and understanding what she wanted
was an inspiration. Having my own building and business,
working hard and being busy is also something I’m proud of.
What’s the key to your success?
My passion for what I do.
Who or what has been your biggest influence?
I was independent from a small child, I think this has been for my work ethic.
What’s your biggest bugbear?
We aim to make everyone feel special at Anja Potze and not seeing that service in other
establishments is upsetting to me, as I really welcome a positive customer experience.
What I wanted to be when I grew up
Always jewellery… even though my Father sent me to do Economics (which I use in
everyday business!)

Thursfields chose five charities for the 2021-22 year,
including Birmingham Dogs Home, Father Hudson’s
Care, Friends of Alfie Johnson for children with
disabilities, Midlands Air Ambulance Charity based
in Stourbridge and St Paul’s Hostel for the homeless
in Worcester.
Nick added: “Everyone here at Thursfields has
enjoyed helping our current five charities of the year,
and we are now looking forward to choosing the
next three who will benefit for 12 months from this
May.
“We decided to choose three this year so that each
charity could receive a bigger share of the benefits
we hope to generate.”
Charities need to explain in no more than 500
words why they should be considered on an
application form available at
www.thursfields.co.uk/charity-of-the-year/. l

What can you do 3 of? Party piece?
I’m useless at singing… but I love to cook and host friends and family at home.
Where can you mostly be found after work?
At home, in the garden with a glass of bubbles, walking the dogs…
Best piece of advice you’ve received?
When I first started, the best piece of advice was to not go into partnership with anyone
or buy a house with a flat roof (which I subsequently bought and remember his advice
whenever it rains!)
Best piece you’d like to give?
Keep going! The first few years in business are so tough and you need to keep your
morale and motivation high… but if you’re passionate about what you do, you will
succeed. Don’t look backwards – you’re not going that way!
For more about Ruby and the Pay as you go PR firm head to
www.youdobetter.co.uk
or contact Ruby direct at: ruby@youdobetter.co.uk or 07891 777464
You Do Better | Pay-as-you-go PR
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THE CAREER
PATH OF A
PROPERTY
PROFESSIONAL
Ben Davidson tells Jon Griffin how tragedy fuelled his ambitions

B

en Davidson has carved out quite a niche for himself in the
highly competitive West Midlands property sector – but his career
path could have been very different...
“I wanted to be a professional footballer. I was good enough to
be signed by West Brom when I was 11,” says the Redditch-born
managing director of Birmingham-based Davidson Estates.
“I had played from the age of four. I was centre midfield, playing
for my school, the county and for West Brom. At one stage I was
playing five or six nights a week. I was with Albion for four years
from 10 to 14.
“But I was small at 14 years old, when it was all about players
the size of Tony Adams. People were being selected because they
were big... I was just getting pushed off the ball and being put on
the bench because of it. If I had gone through the system today, I

think I would have made it: I was the best player (in my team) for a
long time.”
Football can be a harsh business, as Ben’s experience shows. But
then again, so can the property sector – and there’s no sign that
Ben is going to see his burgeoning estate agency business sidelined
by the big boys any time soon. Football’s loss seems to have been
the property world’s gain – but there’s been plenty of blood, sweat
and tears along the way for Ben.
“I went to college to study music. It was music theory, an allround education. I got quite heavily into music: Jeff Buckley is my
main inspiration. I had played the drums too since I was 12 and am
a qualified drum instructor.
“I had studied music practice at the University of Lancaster for
three years, I wanted to be an artist and repertoire music scout and

bw-magazine.co.uk
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I was on the road to doing that. Then my mum died of a brain tumour –
it was terrible, she was my rock.”
Ben admits, understandably, that the tragic death of his mother Julia
in 2006 proved a pivotal point in his life – and played a key part in his
subsequent determination to make a name for himself in the cutthroat
world of West Midlands property.
“It’s the reason I am here,” he says, sitting in his Brindley Place office
in Birmingham city centre. “I got through the whole thing. Nothing
much fazes you any more, not a lot can be worse than that. My skin
has thickened somewhat, shall we say...”
Returning to the dark days of 2006, Ben, now 39, recalls: “Everything
was put on hold. My plan was to go to London to become an A and R
guy. I knocked it on the head and came home. I had a few menial jobs
for two or three years, working at HMV and others.
“My dad met me for lunch when I was at HMV in early 2008 and
said, ‘you need to sort your life out, you need to get into property.’
He had started to get into land-finding himself on a freelance basis,
sourcing derelict pubs, bits of land and the like.
“He had always been interested in property but had never taken the
plunge. With four kids and a high-pressure IT Management role, he
never found the time. After what happened to my mom, he went on to
do things he had always wanted to do, much like a bucket list. It was
very brave and I love him for that. Property was on the list and so he
pushed me into it as well.”
Ben’s early years in property including dabbling in the 100 per cent
mortgage sector before launching his own lettings operation from his
bedroom in Redditch. It proved a critical turning point in the life of
the man who could have been thrilling the crowds at the Hawthorns
as a midfield playmaker by then, had his football career lived up to its
potential.
“It was 2008 and I was 26 with a £4,000 family loan which covered
the marketing, computer equipment, a printer, setting up a website...
everything I needed to see if it would go anywhere.
“It was purely lettings to start with and I was really successful. Out
of 20 estate agents in Redditch only three were doing lettings. But it
got too competitive for me - suddenly everybody was doing lettings
as a result of the 2008 recession, and I had an opportunity to go to
Edgbaston, where I got a ground-floor unit.”
In June 2012 Ben had taken the plunge to move base from his
hometown of Redditch to test his estate agency credentials in the wider
world of Birmingham. “I decided I would go to Birmingham, see what
it was all about. I changed the name to Davidson Estates Limited, I
became VAT-registered, and I employed more staff. It was a really good
move – we tripled turnover instantly.
“We were letting five a month in Redditch. We moved to Edgbaston
and we were letting around fifteen a month straight away. Ten years
on and we are doing a lot more than fifteen per month. I didn’t really
know where I was going before that... I had fallen on my feet a little bit.
We were on Calthorpe Road, it was a good location for the office.”
Ever on the lookout for new opportunities, Ben targeted influential
Edgbaston landowner Calthorpe Estates as a potential client. Not for
the first time, his persistence paid off, in due course...
“I spent five years trying to get the Calthorpe Estates account. They
said my company was too small (shades of West Bromwich Albion),
so I had to wait five years. They are a big client, I have had them for
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four years now and have done some big stuff with
them. We are now a trusted agency in the area.
“They took us on first as a lettings agency and
then it went on to sales. It has gone from strength
to strength: we understand them, they are a big
client for us.”
The rise and rise of Davidson Estates was
underlined further with the opening of their city
centre branch near Brindley Place in August 2020,
augmenting its base in Edgbaston. The launch
of their new branch coincided with a remarkably
resurgent housing market, fuelled in no small part
by the pandemic, according to Ben.
“There is such a good market out there, it’s the
best I have seen. Houses are selling very well, it’s
probably down to the psychology of COVID-19.
The demand for outside space, more internal
square footage and parking has never been so
high.
“People are fighting over houses at the
moment. Anyone with savings for a rainy day is
now spending it on where and how they live and
work. To buy and live in an apartment now, with

no outside space as an owner occupier, is rare. The
pandemic, although undeniably horrific, has been
great news for the house market, but a nightmare
for apartment sales. However, the rental market
with apartments is as buoyant as it has ever been.
We are averaging thirty lets per calendar month.”
To illustrate his point, Ben cites the example
of his firm’s recent successful sale of a modern
mansion house with six bedrooms and five
bathrooms in Richmond Hill Road, Edgbaston,
for £1.2 million. “People still want big houses
in Edgbaston. If you get instructed, or market a
house, it is going to sell. We are averaging eight
to twelve sales a month, and the majority are now
houses.
“The cladding issues within many developments
in Birmingham city centre has not helped the
re-sale apartment market as lenders will not
issue mortgages on any B2 rated developments.
Once the cladding issues have been resolved, I’m
confident this market will resume to its normal
buoyancy.”
Regardless of the continuing demand for
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snapping up properties in sought after
locations such as Edgbaston, Ben has some
pertinent views on the rental market – and
the societal implications for Generation
Rent in an era of spiralling house prices
and affordability issues for many would-be
younger buyers.
“The city wants the younger generation
to rent, stay in the city and spend their
money in the city. They want build-to-rent
developments because it means developers
are going to stay, and all occupiers will be
working in the immediate area: it is about
keeping people in the city. Generation Rent
is going to be around for generations to
come. In any case, many people can’t afford
to buy.”
In line with that national trend towards
renting rather than ownership, Ben
sees sales as the ‘icing on the cake’
for his company, with the growth of

Davidson Estates geared towards property
management.
“Sales is a huge aspect of our business;
however, it is a very unpredictable business.
People pull out all the time. The withdrawal
rate in the UK is 35 per cent at the moment.
It is difficult to monetise that kind of
business. The real growth of the company is
in our managed properties – my next goal
is to have 1,000 managed properties in the
next five years.”
Ben is justifiably proud of the progress
of Davidson Estates over the last decade or
so – and namechecks long-serving members
of his team who have played key roles
in helping build the business in a highly
competitive sector.
“Melissa Petros has been with me for
nine and a half years. She carries out
the sales and lettings valuations, and is
heavily involved in the marketing for the

company, as well as being associate director.
Andrew Love has been with me for six
years. He oversees property management,
maintenance and runs the city centre
branch, he is also an associate director.”
Time is in fairly short supply at present
for the estate agency boss, who lives in
Edgbaston with his partner and two young
children.
“It can swallow you up. I work 14-hour
days. You are getting 200 emails a day, it
can be a very admin-based business. The
bigger you get, the more admin there is,
you are fighting fires a lot of the time in this
business too.
“It’s hard work and you have to put the
hours in. But I love the business, I love sales,
I love property. This industry does work for
me, property is what I know. I am proud of
all this, it has come from nothing to where
we are today.” l
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Visual Content
Marketing
Visual content including strong, original images - like photographs, videos, images
and infographics - help you stand out from the crowd. Stock images are useful,
although creating, curating and commissioning your own visual content shares a
much more powerful message.
Visual content is a way of engaging your audience and drawing them in to your
well-written blog or article. Words alone aren’t enough when it comes to marketing
and standing out from the rest of the crowd.
“Link clicks on visual content are 75% more effective than simply copy
alone.”
Some interesting stats taken from HubSpot’s blog state that:
• 70% of companies invest in content marketing, which could include visual
marketing strategies. (HubSpot)
• The primary form of media used in content marketing is video. (HubSpot)
• One fourth of marketers are investing in content marketing related to product
promotions while just over 20% of investing in branded storytelling specifically.
(HubSpot)
• 57% of marketers used live video in 2019. (Social Media Examiner)
• Facebook lives generate 10 times more engagement than traditional videos.
(BloggingX)
• 90% of all video plays on Twitter take place on mobile devices. (HubSpot)
• 73% of videos are two minutes or less in length. (Vidyard)
Read the full article here:
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy.
So, curating your own visual content is a must. Building your own library of uniquely
commissioned content is vital if you want your brand to stand out. Trying out new
mediums - including TikTok, Reddit, Pinterest and Insta - could support your goal of
engaging with your target audience.
“you don’t need to be perfect...”
You Do Better often use a primary image for press and secondary images for social
media (so that the same image isn’t used for all of our PR) although some campaigns
have been run with one asset per platform i.e. using a different image or video or gif
for each of the social media outlets. Try to gain as many assets per campaign as you
can, so you can use fresh and interesting content to engage your audience.
We recently worked with Panasonic on a project with Royal Mint (more about that
another time) and their ethic around comms and content, specifically visual content,
is very apparent. Take a look at Panasonic TOUGHBOOK’s European Enterprise
Marketing Manager’s take on visual content - Dan Creasey, explains his strategy:
“Words are important. I’ve grown to really appreciate the art of the copywriter! You
need to be a real expert...which is why I try to focus on the visuals - especially video.
Nowadays you can create amazing quality video using your phone in minutes. With
video, especially authentic video, you don’t need to be perfect, or craft the perfect
message, just be you and talk how you talk. Because, ultimately, we’re all people
and people relate to people.
People will generally stop scrolling to see someone talk honestly, in a way they might
not for a long passage of text or corporate jargon. People also grow to know you as
a person, with video helping you develop relationships, because, underneath it all,
people want to work with people.”
Dan has an engaging approach to LinkedIn, take a look:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielcreasey/
Whatever you do, do it well, do it regularly and do it your way… or give us a shout
if you’d like some help!
For more about Ruby and the Pay as you go PR firm head to
www.youdobetter.co.uk or contact Ruby direct at: ruby@youdobetter.co.uk
or 07891 777464.
You Do Better | Pay-as-you-go PR.

RESTART SCHEME

Ben Truslove (left), joint managing director of John Truslove, with
Guy Smith, building manager of Grosvenor House.

Seetec Pluss is set to support over 11,000 people into
sustainable employment under the new Restart scheme
over the next four years at a new Redditch site, thanks to
commercial property agents John Truslove.
Redditch is one of four main sites where the teams will
be offering their support. The Redditch office currently
houses seven full-time staff with aims to increase to a
capacity of 14.
Ben Truslove, joint managing director of John Truslove,
sealed the deal for Seetec Pluss to take 1,852 sq ft of
office space in Suite 12 of the prominent six-storey
Grosvenor House on Prospect Hill in Redditch.
Seetec Pluss has moved from The Business Centre in
Redditch because it needed more space to run the Restart
Scheme, which is funded by the Department for Work
and Pensions and supports benefit claimants who have
been out of work for at least 12 months to find jobs in
their local area.
Aesha Ali, area manager of Seetec Pluss, said they were
running the Restart Scheme across Worcestershire as a
contract for Serco.
She said: “Seetec Pluss is aiming to help up to 11,000
people on the Restart Scheme over the next four years,
with 65 per cent of those expected to find sustainable
employment.
“We needed bigger premises to deliver the Restart
Scheme so we can host one to one meetings, group
training and job search sessions for our participants and
we were pleased to find space af Grosvenor House where
we expect to grow our current staff from seven to 14
during the next four years.
“Although that will be our base we will also be working
out in the community to make sure that people of all
backgrounds who face a wide range of obstacles are able
to take part.”
Ben Truslove, joint managing director at John Truslove,
arranged a five-year lease with Seetec Pluss on behalf of
the landlord.
Mr Truslove said: “We’re delighted to have been working
with Seetec Pluss on their move, and it’s quite fulfilling to
be a part of something that will be helping thousands of
people to find work.” l

Armed Forces friendly employers take home Gold
How can my organisation get
involved?
The Employer Recognition Scheme
aims to recognise and reward those
employers who proactively support
the wider Armed Forces community,
aligning their values with those of the
Armed Forces Covenant. Employers
can be awarded a Bronze, Silver or
Gold Award depending on their level
of support.

Fifteen businesses from
the West Midlands region
have been presented with
the prestigious Defence
Employer Recognition
Scheme (ERS) Gold Award
at a ceremony in Cardiff.
The joint regional event held in
November saw employers from
the Wales, West Midlands and
Wessex Reserve Forces & Cadets
Associations’ (RFCA) regions
recognised for the outstanding
support they give to the Armed
Forces community.
Across the UK 140 organisations
have been awarded their Gold Award
this year. For the first time there
are 15 winners representing all six
counties within the West Midland
RFCA’s region, bringing the region’s
total Gold Award holders to 51.
The regional 2021 winners are
Academy Transformation Trust,
Ammo & Company, Aston University
Engineering Academy, Forces
Resettlement Services CIC (BFRS),
GRC Ltd, Greater Birmingham
Chambers of Commerce, Horiba
Mira Ltd, Kinetic Six Ltd, Landau Ltd,
Matrix Academy Trust, Staffordshire
Chambers of Commerce, UbiTech (3R) Ltd, University Hospitals
Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust,
Wace Morgan Limited and West
Midlands Combined Authority.

Bureau Veritas UK and Pertemps
Limited also had their Gold Awards
revalidated after their continued
support to, and advocacy for, the
Armed Forces.
Representing the highest badge
of honour, Employer Recognition
Scheme Gold Awards are awarded
to those that employ and support
those who serve, Cadet Force
Adult Volunteers, veterans and their
families. This year’s awardees brings
the total number of Gold holders
nationally to 493.
West Midland RFCA’s Regional
Employer Engagement Directors
Philip Sinclair and Cat Suckling
said, “We are delighted that 15
organisations from across the West
Midlands have been awarded the
Defence Employer Recognition
Scheme Gold Award and we are
incredibly proud to have been a part
of the employers journey since they
first pledged their support through the
Armed Forces Covenant.
“Achieving the Defence Employer
Recognition Scheme Gold Award is
a significant achievement, requiring
the winning organisations to be able
to demonstrate exceptional advocacy
of the Armed Forces Covenant, and
support for and to the Defence family.
This is particularly poignant in 2021
due to the majority of the winners
advocacy periods being under
COVID-19 restrictions, forcing them
to be creative and dynamic in their
efforts to champion the Armed Forces
community.”

Employers are encouraged to
continue their journey to move up the
scheme, working in partnership with
our Employer Engagement Team and
the wider Defence community.
Companies ranging from sole traders
to large international firms can be
eligible to gain an award, and can
hail from a wide variety of sectors
including the public and private
sectors, charities, local government,
NHS and healthcare, education,
construction – and many more.
For those interested in progressing
to the next step, the key dates are
below. If you are an organisation that
currently holds the Bronze or Silver
Award and wish to find out more
about the scheme, or learn about
your next steps on the awards ladder,
visit www.wmrfca.org/employers or
contact us on wm-ee@rfca.mod.uk
Key 2022 ERS dates:
10th January 2022 – Expression
of Interest (EOI) and online
submission windows open
2nd March 2022 – Gold EOI
closes
16th March 2022 – Gold Award
nominations close (midday)
30th March 2022 – Silver EOI
closes
13th April 2022 – Silver Award
nominations close (midday)
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THE NEW FACE
OF MIDLAND
MARKETING

Former headteacher turned business entrepreneur Julia Williams has long been
one of the ‘faces’ of the Midlands business community – and now she is the human
face of an exciting new marketing venture in the region, ADD Marketing Ltd.

F

ormer headteacher turned business
entrepreneur Julia Williams has long been one of
the ‘faces’ of the Midlands business community
– and now she is the human face of an exciting
new marketing venture in the region, ADD
Marketing Ltd.
Julia has chaired Worcestershire Ambassadors,
co-founded Wonderful Worcestershire
Women and was Executive Producer of Strictly
Worcestershire – while also owning a leading
property lettings agency and branching out into
property development. Now 2022 promises
another significant step in the career of the
former head girl of Great Barr Comprehensive
School and its 2,000 pupils.
In fact, it looks like another marriage
made in heaven for Worcestershire’s business
community, as the ace networker who has built
an impressive roster of contacts across the region
joins forces with the brains behind one of West
Midlands enduring marketing success stories,
Nexus Creative Ltd.
Nexus commercial director Colin Foxall and
managing director Nigel Harte have identified
Julia as the spearhead of a new force in
strategic marketing for the area’s business and
educational sectors.
Julia’s new role as managing director of ADD
Marketing will be to partner with businesses and
organisations to offer a bespoke consultancy
service aimed at achieving business growth and
maximising marketing spend in innovative ways.
Drawing on her own event, education and

business management experience, Julia aims
to bring a more personal, concierge-style to
regional marketing with the added bonus
of a complete range of tactical and strategic
marketing at her fingertips.
Colin, Nigel and Julia believe the launch of
ADD Marketing comes at the perfect time, with
many businesses looking to re-evaluate their
strategic direction and communications strategy
at the start of a New Year and in the wake of
a pandemic which has forced organisations
to adapt to survive amid a rapidly changing
business landscape.
It’s another new dawn for a woman who
has over a number of years become one of the
most recognisable faces of the regional business
community – and another fascinating step in
the Nexus Creative saga after 27 years at the
marketing coalface in the UK and Europe.
Industry veteran Colin Foxall – who cut his
teeth in the region’s business sector with several
successful West Midlands design, advertising and
printing operations before helping transform
Nexus into a £1 million turnover enterprise –
has previously described his link-up with Nexus
founder Nigel Harte as a ‘marriage made in
heaven.’ Now he sees the launch of ADD
Marketing and the appointment of Julia to run
the new firm in similarly glowing terms.
Says Colin: “There was only one person
who could run this business and that was Julia
because of her entrepreneurial background, her
knowledge of academia and her unparalleled
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networking capabilities. Julia knows
everyone and will be the perfect facilitator.”
The new executive role will further
raise the business and personal profile of
a woman whose CV incorporates tough
teaching roles in schools across the West
Midlands, often in deprived areas where she
was to learn some of the management skills
which would eventually stand her in good
stead for the challenge of running her own
businesses, the largest of which she sold in
2018, and her new business in the shape of
ADD Marketing.
But Julia has long been used to
challenging roles throughout her life, as she
recalls today. “I was head girl and sports
captain at Great Barr Comprehensive – it
was the largest school in the UK, with 2,000
pupils. Both my parents are entrepreneurs,
they came from Jamaica when they were
young and taught me to have a good work
ethic. I had an amazing childhood and there
were great role models surrounding me.
“I loved school, and that is what inspired
me to go into education and teaching. I was
very focused and driven. I loved the idea
of standing up in front of a class. I just like
helping and developing people.”
After graduating from Sheffield’s Hallam
University with a BEd (Hons), Education –
she admits with the benefit of hindsight, ‘I
partied too much! My mum and dad had
kept me under wraps, but now Julia had
landed’ – she landed her first teaching role
at Hillary Street Junior School in Walsall. It
proved a tough baptism...
“It was incredibly tough, there were
behavioral difficulties. It was a deprived area,
and there were a lot of social issues. Then
I moved to Blakenall Heath where I taught
for three years. It was tough, but I just dealt
with it.
“Then I moved to Leicestershire where I
got a job at Ibstock Junior School. The head
was inspirational, very forward-thinking,
and I learnt a lot there.” In due course,
she moved on to become deputy head of
Measham Church of England Primary School,
where new challenges soon presented
themselves...
“It was a school which had gone into
special measures and was in crisis. It was a
shock – one child set the classroom on fire!
They were the toughest two years of my
whole teaching career. Some of the parents
had a lack of respect for the school – some
of them would fight in the playground.

“We put in breakfast clubs, we made sure
that children could have new activities. We
worked hard to facilitate its release from
special measures and were promoted to
‘good,’ which was amazing.”
Julia moved on from Measham to take
on her first headship at Newtown Linford
Primary School, near Leicester, which proved
a stark contrast to her experiences in her
previous schools. “It was a very different
type of school, there were no issues with the
kids, it was a more affluent area.
“When you are working under high
pressure, it can be very, very tough. It was
long hours, governors’ meetings etc, and
I realised that I wanted to have a family.”
She stepped out of the teaching world and
became a mother to Roman and Fabian,

now 12 and 11, before launching a new
business career with the purchase of a
lettings agency in Worcester, Premier Places.
“I didn’t know anything about lettings but
went in to run it, I was good at structures,
marketing, promotion and managing and
motivating people. There were 14 members
of staff and I knew how to bring a team
together. There was an awful lot to learn
and as with any growing business there
were issues. But we raised our profile in the
community and that is when I got involved
with Worcestershire Ambassadors, and with
networking.
“We did lots of networking and
events – there was Strictly Worcestershire,
local business people learning to dance,
competing for the coveted glitterball trophy.
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I was a dance contestant during the first two
years, I didn’t win, but it wasn’t for the want
of trying.
“I then moved on to producing the event
for the next 4 years. Over a 6-year period
the event raised over £140,000 for local
Worcestershire charities. I also launched and
co-founded the Wonderful Worcestershire
Women Awards, they recognised and
rewarded females for their contribution
to the county and highlighted how they
played a pivotal role in developing our local
economy.
“The opportunity came to join the board
of Worcestershire Ambassadors in 2013, a
unique organisation that aims to support the
county whilst supporting good causes.
I became chair in 2019 up to October this
year; it was a really big responsibility. Over
21 years, Worcestershire Ambassadors have
raised over £1 million.”
Away from her voluntary and charity
commitments, Julia had sold the lettings
agency and became involved with property
development, bringing her business acumen
to a project by Simon Grinnell Homes to
build detached homes in Fernhill Heath, near

Worcester. And she kept her hand in with
her teaching skills during lockdown. “A lot
of children have been out of the education
system – I spend an hour or so with them,
trying to help one to one. It’s a voluntary
role.”
Her various roles and public profile had
by now caught the attention of Nexus
Creative, who had spotted a potentially
profitable niche in the market for a new
venture offering a more holistic approach
to marketing more than simply building a
website or posting on social media.
Nexus had already forged links with
the world of academia after winning a
substantial six-figure grant in partnership
with Coventry University from the
Government’s Innovate UK, helping realise
and utilise the potential of new technologies.
As Colin explains: “Because we linked
with Coventry University, our marketing
embraced and utilised academia. It led to
a very strong ethos around innovative and
disruptive technology, looking to do things in
a different way.
“Most of our clients do not really want
a new website or social media, what they

want, ultimately, is more footfall, a higher
profile and increased turnover. It’s about
disruptive technology, having a closer
relationship with a group of clients, and
hence ADD Marketing and Julia being really
personally involved with their businesses and
success.
“Julia is the face of this region, and we
felt that she will be ideal to launch and run
the new business. With her experience,
skillsets and contacts, she will help a lot of
people, businesses and organisations.”
The Nexus stable has also been
strengthened by the recent appointment
of Victoria Beswick as Marketing Manager
after a long career in London PR and
previously working in a similar role at the
Michelin-starred Pensons restaurant between
Bromyard and Tenbury Wells.
Meanwhile, Julia is ready to add another
string to her already accomplished bow. “I
am very excited about this business, there is
huge potential and it’s going to be my fulltime role, my new day job.”
It’s another memorable move for dance
fan Julia – with close collaboration key to the
future prospects for ADD Marketing… l
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Women
in Business
Sing out for the Sisterhood
Making our World a better place today,
for the women of tomorrow
For well over a hundred years now the
World has been celebrating International
Women’s Day. On Tuesday 8th March
2022, we will be united to champion the
theme of this year, Break the Bias.
As we all strive for an environment
that is free from discrimination, we
must remind ourselves that bias can
be demonstrated on many levels in
our schools, colleges, workplace and
communities.
With exclusion and negativity towards
culture, gender and social choices still
evident in our lives today, organisations
such as International Women in Business
are committed to drive forward change
and educate us to adopt a culture of
inclusion and belonging.
International Women in Business are
a powerful and influential network with
the mission to provide an education
provision that is accessible for all women
across the globe. They promote strong
corporate social responsibility within their

professional influencers and make it their
purpose and mission to connect a network
of female professionals and entrepreneurs
of all ages and nationalities with a diverse
background in business.
International Women’s Day should
serve not as a ‘one-off’ effort but as a
strong reminder that we should all adopt
a changing mindset in our individual lives.
A big part of International Women’s Day
is to inspire our next generation of girls
and young women to feel inclusion and a
feeling that anything is possible without
gender and cultural barriers facing them
and forcing them to dilute their dreams.
Locally, women’s organisations such
as Women Who Worcestershire and
Wonderful Worcestershire Women and
are working hard in the Midlands to
mentor and support women in business.
Co-Founder of Wonderful Worcestershire
Women, Julia Williams, comments;
“Wonderful Worcestershire Women has a
strong ethos of inclusion. Our mission is to

recognise and raise the profile of women
in business across the region and celebrate
their success and achievement.”
In the last year, we have seen one very
humble young lady, Emma Raducanu,
become an inspiration for a whole
generation of girls. Dubbed the ‘new
face of Women’s tennis’, Emma is far
more than an ambassador for sporting
endeavours. Her grit and determination
have demonstrated that, under the
spotlight of the World’s stage, dreams can
come true if you focus and keep fighting
hard enough.
Let’s unite and rejoice the achievements
of powerful and influential women from
all walks of life and all sectors of business,
from tech pioneers to experts in medical
science. These women have changed the
landscape of our World today to make it a
better place for the women of tomorrow
so they can live their dreams without bias
and that’s got to be something worth
celebrating.
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Michelle O’Hara
Women
in Business

In the middle of a pandemic Michelle
O’Hara became Thursfields’ first female
managing director. Thursfields is a
heavyweight regional law firm which has
offices across the West Midlands.
Tell us a bit about your journey into
business leadership?
My dad had a few corner shops and so
running a business was part and parcel
of my upbringing, everything from shelf
stacking and serving customers to cashing

Managing Director
www.thursfields.co.uk
mohara@thursfields.co.uk

up at the end of the day. I have practised as
an HR and employment lawyer for over 20
years and whilst I enjoyed advising clients
on their people issues, I was equally keen
to learn more about the business side of
running a law firm. Analysing systems,
improving processes, problem solving and
developing people is now all in a day’s
work.
What do you enjoy most about running
a law firm?
Leadership is a mindset not a job title or
a position. I learn something new every
week in my role and hope this makes
me a better leader. I have particularly

Helen Groves
Women
in Business

Founder,
Food Safety Logic

Helen Groves has been supporting food
businesses in the middle of what is
the most significant public health crisis
for years. After deciding on a career
change fifteen years ago and becoming
a Chartered Environmental Health
Practitioner, she recently set up her
consultancy business ‘Food Safety Logic’.
Who could have predicted that her
journey would have resulted in undertaking
such an important role in the pandemic?
She has been working with food businesses
during this uncertain and unprecedented
time with risk assessments, training, and
advice helping them to give them the best
chance of survival.
Food Safety is a huge responsibility
for food businesses. She supports them
with training, guidelines around legal
requirements, and audits, plugging

any gaps so they follow the rules and
regulations and don’t get into legal trouble.
Helen knows that, with her experience as
a regulator, it can be a scary place to be if
things go wrong!
She decided early on that food safety
needed a revamp, so set up Food Safety
Logic with the intention of: ‘Answering all
those tricky questions with expert advice
that business owners can really rely upon
but doing it in a supportive and friendly
way. I want to demystify food safety, give
practical solutions to problems, and build
lasting relationships. Ultimately my aim is to
become their ‘go to’ person for food safety’
Reassurance, integrity, and trust is what
Helen and Food Safety Logic is all about,
helping businesses to keep their customer’s
safe and be the best they can be.
Getting started with food safety can

enjoyed being able to identify and nurture
talent and create a strong leadership
team to guide the business. Law firms
sell their services through the expertise
of their people. I have a passion for
creating an inclusive workplace culture
where colleagues can feel valued and be
themselves and therefore able to bring their
best to our clients. My HR/employment law
background also gives me a real insight
into the psychology of the workplace,
and I factor this into our strategy and
communications as a business. Being part
of a growing successful law firm is a real
privilege.

be tricky. Helen is offering readers of
BusinessWorks a free consultation and
a further 10% off any services booked.
Contact Helen at
helen@foodsafetylogic.co.uk
to book and quote BWFSL10 to claim your
10% discount.
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Judith Mercer
Women
in Business

Personal Brand and Image Stylist
Owner of U Look Great image
consultancy

U Look Great was born in 2009, following
redundancy. I had been in secretarial/admin
roles for 30 years, but rather than look for
another similar role, I took the opportunity
to follow my passion and retrain as an
independent image consultant.
About 4 years ago, I took the decision
to niche down and work with women in
a similar position to myself – running their
own businesses, having been in a corporate
role and at the same time, coping with the
challenges that menopause, and midlife in
general can bring.
I support my clients through this
transition, helping them to love their body

as they are now, expressing their unique
personality, as well as the brand and core
values of their business, through the way
they dress and present themselves. I just
love to see how they blossom over the time
we work together, and the positive impact
it has on the success of their business.
Until March 2020, I worked with my
clients face to face, so when Covid hit I
knew I had to adapt for my business to
survive. I embraced the challenge with
additional image and life coaching skills,
as well as business coaching, which has
allowed me to work online.
I will always try to find the positive in a

situation, and for me, the pandemic meant
that I broadened my horizons and took my
business global.
In addition to my business, I am proud
to be a regular volunteer for Look Good
Feel Better – the only international cancer
support charity that helps boost the
physical and emotional wellbeing of people
going through cancer treatment.

Sally Morris
Women
in Business

Partner and Head of Employment
& HR Services, mfg Solicitors LLP
Sally has successfully practiced employment
law for over 20 years and has cemented
her reputation as one of the region’s most
respected and high-profile legal specialists.
In 2006, Sally became one of the youngest
ever partners at mfg Solicitors and has
gradually built a loyal client base of
over 150 businesses, stretching
from SMEs to PLCs, providing
expert advice on areas
including unfair dismissal,
discrimination and
contractual claims.
A dedicated and popular
member of the local and business
community, Sally has played an
integral role in the development of the
Worcestershire Ambassadors and sat on
the organisation’s board for over 10 years
– helping to raise hundreds of thousands

of pounds for charity. She is also a former
board member of Wyre Forest charity
Kemp Hospice, an area council member
of the Herefordshire & Worcestershire
Chamber of Commerce, and a founder
member of the Worcester-based, Ladies in
Business.
Always called upon to provide her
insight and opinion for employmentrelated topics, Worcestershire-born Sally
is a regular contributor in the regional
and national media and is often the go-to
expert for broadcasters including the
BBC. She is also sought-after presenter at
business events and HR conferences and
forums across the West Midlands.
A big canine-lover, Sally can often
be found enjoying the Worcestershire
countryside with her beloved cocker
spaniel.

Your monthly
support through
Payroll Giving
helps me save
more lives.
On average, twelve people start their work day like any
other. While they do not expect to rely on Midlands Air
Ambulance Charity, it is reassuring to know that it
exists. With your support, we can continue to be in the
business of saving the lives of some of the Midlands
most critically ill and injured patients.

What is Payroll Giving?
It is a simple and tax efficient way for you to regularly
donate to the lifesaving cause through your salary.

Find out more
midlandsairambulance.com/payroll-giving
pam.hodgetts@midlandsairambulance.com
0800 8 40 20 40

Saving Lives by Saving Time
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A 21st
Century
Hi-Tech
Mission
Linda Smith tells Jon Griffin how BetaDen can revolutionise
Worcestershire

L

inda Smith pulls few punches as she reflects on her career – and life – to date. “I am this girl from a rural background,
little old me, from Worcestershire – it is fantastic that I have had these opportunities, and survived cancer twice.”
She talks of the encounters with cancer – of which more later – in much the same matter of fact manner as she
considers her still embryonic role as founder and CEO of technology accelerator BetaDen, a ‘unique’ hi-tech initiative which
aims to transform Worcestershire from a quiet rural county more aligned to tourism and idyllic rural villages into a thriving
hotbed of 21st century technology and innovation.
Or, as Linda puts it: “Worcestershire needs to create opportunities to grow a future technology economy – I am very
passionate about this area – we have some fantastic companies here, we just do not have enough of them.”
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As the world embraces increasingly
sophisticated software – with the pace of
change seemingly on an ever-spiralling
upward trajectory – Linda is the woman in the
Worcestershire hi-tech hot-seat, charged with
helping put one of the UK’s most beautiful
rural locations firmly on the technology map.
In the shadow of the Malvern Hills and
the science park, Linda and her small team
at BetaDen provide a platform for businesses
to develop next-generation technology,
offering entrepreneurs, start-ups and
scale-up businesses packages worth over
£50,000, embracing everything from access
to Worcestershire’s 5G testbed and expert
mentoring to free office space and a ‘proof of
concept’ grant worth up to £10,000.
In her own words, this ‘Worcestershire girl
from a farming background’ came up with the
blueprint for a commercial hi-tech initiative
which is ‘one part of a big jigsaw, one leg on
the journey.’ That journey is still very much in
its infancy, more than 40 years after Linda’s
own business career enjoyed its origins in the
lecture halls of Plymouth Polytechnic, where
she studied social policy.
“I originally wanted to be a journalist. I
wanted to be on the Western Mail in Cardiff –
they were taking on an intake of 18-year-olds
after A-levels. I was turned down; you accept it
and move on.”
Journalism’s loss ultimately proved to be
technology’s – and industry’s - gain as the girl
who hailed from the rural backwater of Callow
End, near Worcester, left her home county to
continue her education in P!ymouth.
“Plymouth Poly was furthest away from the
Midlands and it had the most male students. I
was ready to get out and see different places.
All my contemporaries were strong characters
and we wanted to go and see the world.”
She headed back to her home area after
graduating and took a job with Radio Wyvern.
“It was in the early days of commercial radio –
I was doing stuff like the horse-racing and the
football results.”
But her big break proved to be an opening
at an ‘early stage electronics company,’ Insight
Vision Systems, where she made her first
tentative steps into the world of technology in
the mid-1980s.
“I got a job there as a Girl Friday. There
were six people there when I joined and by the
time I left there were 44 of us. It was working
in miniaturised camera systems and thermal
imaging technology. We sold to places like
NASA – they bought equipment for the space
shuttle launch pad – and the Japanese nuclear
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industry....I was cutting my teeth in export sales and
marketing.
“It was an up and coming business and they
could see my potential for learning on the job. We
sold to 38 countries around the world and I learnt
about export finance and export documentation.
We were a small rough-cut business, but we were
making things that were completely new to the
market....these new technologies were in demand. I
was made a director when I was 28.
“I learnt about taking new products to market,
finance and administration around international
trade....it was a career I never really chose; the career
chose me. I felt that I had found my niche...”
But fate was to deal a devastating blow in the
shape of her first cancer diagnosis in 1993, three
years after the birth of her daughter. “I had been
very busy but cancer changed me. I wanted to be
alive and well, to be a mother.”
After divorce from her husband, Linda found
herself back in the workplace after landing a job
as an export adviser with the Herefordshire and
Worcestershire Chamber of Commerce, enabling
her to combine her career with motherhood
before taking on a subsequent role as Director of
International Trade.

“The Chamber was a fantastic employer. I worked
taking trade missions around the world. I got to
go to some very interesting places, Brazil, Mexico,
America, all across Europe, Russia, Ukraine, Finland,
Estonia. It involved lots of trade shows, exhibitions.
From a trade point of view, we were taking UK
business with expertise to discuss opportunities. It
was a real mixture of companies across an array of
services and products.
“This was little old me...I was no Oxbridge
graduate but I learnt from experience about
different cultures, I met some amazing people, saw
different lifestyles and different work ethics.”
Linda fought back from a second cancer scare in
2014 and her business CV was enhanced still further
when she joined the Worcestershire Local Enterprise
Partnership as Director of Enterprise in July 2017,
a move that would sow the seeds for the exciting
and innovative hi-tech prospect that is BetaDen,
a concept Linda has helped to found and nurture
while creating new opportunities for the next
generation of 21st century entrepreneurs.
“Gary Woodman, CEO of the LEP, said to me:
“Worcestershire needs a centre for entrepreneurship,
why not develop us one of those?” It was the start
of the BetaDen story...
“It was a huge challenge to address. We had a
Science Park which is 20 years old but not actively
able to promote innovation opportunities. This was a
way of capturing those people who have worked for
larger technology companies and have brilliant ideas
of their own which they want to bring to market. A
technology accelerator idea was born.
“We are a commercial technology project now
transitioning into a commercial public/private entity,
we are not about research and academia, we are
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about developing commercial technology
for future use in global supply chains, an
accelerator with a definite go to market
focus.
“I created the BetaDen blueprint
and took the concept to the LEP board
members. I sold it to the board and the
local stakeholders. We launched the brand
in July 2018 as a nine-month accelerator
programme with three phases to it, forming
an accelerator plan, proof of concept and
route to market.
“We have had about 30 companies
go through so far, they have 24-7
accommodation here for nine months, they
get £10,000 to spend on proof of concept,
£2,000 on marketing. It is a phenomenal
deal.
“We are only at year three, we are still
evolving. There are still not enough people
who know what BetaDen is, what we stand
for, this is all work to do.”
Linda is convinced that BetaDen can help
Worcestershire gain new major inroads into
the highly competitive world of UK hi-tech
investment. “Worcestershire has fantastic
connectivity with the M5 running right
through the middle, and a good centre for
growth in Worcester itself.
“The UK is seen as a hotbed for
investment. There are Venture Capital
companies coming in from overseas – it is a
very agile market which follows the talent,
often in Cambridge, Oxford or Bristol.
Birmingham is seven or eight years behind
some of that.
“In Worcestershire, there is this image
of a rural idyll, a pleasant place to live but
not necessarily earn your fortune, a brilliant
place to bring your kids up. But what careers
are your kids going to have? They leave for
university and do not come back. BetaDen
is one part of a big jigsaw, one leg on the
journey.
“Our local stakeholders are fantastic,
everyone from the county council to the
Chamber of Commerce to education
providers and our technology businesses. But
we will need more support from all levels to
get Worcestershire really on the map.
“It is at a very early stage. I am pleased
where we have got to in three years but
the challenge will be trying to make a
sustainable model with a reputation for
delivering commercial technology. I think we
have surprised some people by still being
here, some people thought it would never
work.

“We are very much on the march looking
for future investment. Out of 30 companies,
10 have stayed on site and another 10 have
stayed in the Worcestershire area. These
are not fresh-faced graduates, they are
experienced people in their mid-20s to mid50s who have already cut their teeth in the
world of technology.”
Linda said she hoped the BetaDen model
would also attract hi-tech firms keen to
outsource new ideas to the Malvern Science
Park complex. “We want to make it relatable
to businesses who want to off-site some
new exciting technology development.
“They do not have to on-site it. We could
host their innovation challenge. We want to
focus on brand new areas of technology.”
She said Covid had already accelerated the
pace of global technological development.
“People have had to push technology
through in under 12 months when more
traditional timeframes would be traditionally
three times longer. The pace of the digital
marketplace has speeded up exponentially
because of demand.
“Investors will now invest at an earlier,
higher risk position than they would have

historically. They are prepared to take
higher risks. There is a demand for agility in
technology-based solutions.”
Linda said the BetaDen model could be
adopted worldwide. “We want to make
BetaDen sustainable, give BetaDen a future
for Worcestershire and beyond. So far, so
good – it is up to Worcestershire to get
away from this comfortable image. This is
unique, it has never been done before. Why
not BetaDen in Singapore?”
With applications for Cohort 5 of
the BetaDen revolution now under
consideration, the opportunities for
bringing technology-based innovations to
market have never been brighter in this
charming slice of Middle England.
Or, as Linda Smith succinctly sums up
the BetaDen model: “There’s no reason the
next Amazon, Apple or Microsoft shouldn’t
come from a uniquely UK Plc nation.
We just need to join the dots to make it
happen.”
If Linda gets her way, the next Jeff Bezos
or Bill Gates could soon be cutting their hitech teeth against the stunning backdrop of
the Malvern Hills... l
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TRACKING
THE DATA
LANDSCAPE
Gary O’Reilly talks building sites, legal matters and data

G

ary O’Reilly is highly engaging
company, a straight-talking Northern
Irishman with a penchant for pithy turns of
phrase – and colourful quotes.....
“I didn’t get it easy, I worked hard to get
where I am.....I will talk to a £2,000 a day
QC in the same way that I would talk to a
colleague on the building site.....
“I wanted to work for myself. I do not
like working for others. I hate being told
that someone owns you from 9 to 5.
“I am not a fan of corporate
hierarchies....they are too rigid and
regimented.
“Brexit has been very beneficial to me...
and Covid has been a pain in the back
end......”
In his highly detailed CV, Gary describes
himself as a ‘legal professional with
outstanding business acumen....with
strong knowledge of commercial matters,
data protection, regulatory public law and
corporate governance.’ It’s a persuasive
combination of words, but it doesn’t reveal

the human story behind Gary O’Reilly, the
man who left his five brothers behind in
his native Northern Ireland to ultimately
carve out a legal niche for himself in Middle
England.
That story involves a varied business
career which has taken Gary from building
sites in Dublin to life as a serious fraud
solicitor, a stint with the Royal College of
Nursing defending nurses facing disciplinary
problems and a subsequent switch to the
highly complex world of data protection,
where he today finds himself as a legal
expert running his own firm specialising in
advice to large corporates and tiny start-ups
alike.
It’s been a long and winding road from
his upbringing in Keady in County Armagh,
where he grew up as one of a family of
six boys at the height of the troubles in
Northern Ireland, long before Tony Blair’s
Good Friday agreement in 1998.
“I went to the local grammar school
and then to university in Jordanstown,

near Belfast. I chased women and drank
beer, I didn’t last....I was a bit of a home
boy. It wasn’t a pleasant environment, you
were constantly looking over your shoulder
because of the troubles.
“My mum would not allow me to lie
around the house so I was sent out to work
on building sites....I was in my early 20s.
I ended up working in Dublin...there was
building going up everywhere, the days
of the Celtic Tiger, no shortage of work...
really well-paid, cash in hand. It was hard,
physical work but I was a young man, really
up for it.”
But labouring on building sites was never
going to be a lifelong option for Gary, and
he decided to take out a loan to study for a
Law Degree at Portobello College in Dublin
– with a little help from two mentors.
“I went to college four days a week and
then for two days – Fridays and Saturdays
– I was working on building sites. In years
two and three, I was very fortunate. There
was an old rich Yank with Irish roots who
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was vice-president of IBM in America,
Steven W Fitzgerald. He wanted to set
up an educational fund to help underprivileged kids with their education and I
was the first recipient of that.
“I had an interview with Steven, who
flew over. He liked what he saw, I would
have been 29. He paid for my fees in years
two and three and gave me a monthly
allowance to help me through my studies. I
fell on my feet.”
Along with Steven Fitzgerald, Gary, 47, is
also forever grateful to Una Finn, the Head
of Administration at the college who told
him about the educational fund. “They
saw something in me and liked what they
saw, they had such an impact on my life. In
2001, Steven flew over for my graduation
ceremony and Una was there too, it was
lovely.”
Gary was on the path to fulfilling his
legal ambitions and undertook a legal
practice course at Leeds Metropolitan
University. “You have done your law
degree, now you have to put that into
practice, mock trials, completing claim
forms...it was very intensive.”
Equally intensive was the competition
for trainee solicitor roles. “The problem
with trainee solicitors is that beggars can’t
be choosers. There are more trainees than
there are jobs. I sent out 120 applications
all over the UK, and none of them came
good.”
But salvation was near at hand when
Gary landed a paralegal role working
on major fraud cases with Leeds-based
criminal law firm O’Garra’s, where
he worked for three years, eventually
qualifying as a solicitor in 2005 with the
help of his mentors Tracey Holmes and
Sean Smith.
“I learnt all the ropes of the job, they
taught me and taught me well. I enjoyed
it because I can relate to the man on the
street, people’s problems. It is my key asset.
There is nothing of the fat cat lawyer about
me.
“I come from a sheltered background,
I had no experience of drugs, heroin
addiction, it gave me an insight into
another world. I was sorry to leave
0’Garra’s but they couldn’t match the
money.”
That money had been offered by
national law firm Irwin Mitchell, where he
took on a role as a serious fraud solicitor

in Leeds and Manchester, but the extra
financial incentive came at a price. “The
difference was unbelievable, a lot of clients
were paying privately, they got Rolls-Royce
treatment.
“I was dealing with high-profile cases
such as the horse-racing corruption case,
I did bail applications, lots of preliminary
hearings and was having to absorb vast
amounts of evidence very quickly, I thought
I would try to get into a less stressful area
of law but still use my negotiation and
advocacy skills and took a quasi-criminal
role with the Royal College of Nursing.
“I represented nurses who came before
the Nursing and Midwifery Council. Nursing
is very stressful, there are lots of horrors
and sad stories. The RCN was a lovely job
but I left because I had had enough of
health care regulation. I wanted to diversify
into something which would reignite my
career. I feared becoming too deskilled, a
one-track pony, and felt that I wanted a
fresh challenge.”
That fresh challenge proved to be Data
Protection, and he undertook training
at his own expense to immerse himself
in an entirely new sector of the legal
world, which would sow the seeds for
today’s one-man data protection and legal
consultancy venture run from the family
home in Evesham, SME Comply Ltd.
“The data protection landscape changes
very quickly and you learn how to absorb
large amounts of information very quickly.”
From September 2017 to July 2019
he worked as a Privacy/GDPR solicitor

with Birmingham City Council preparing
organisations for the General Data
Protection Regulation rolled out in 2018.
“It is about protecting individuals’ rights
and gaining the trust of individuals to use
their personal data fairly and responsibly,
what an organisation can do with personal
data. It was about getting them up to
speed with GDPR.
“I often start my consultation with a new
client by asking ‘who owns the personal
data on your customer list?’ Often I get the
answer ‘the business does.’ Not to me they
don’t, to me the individual owns the data,
and they are entrusting the company with
it for whatever purpose that may be. That
often gets the clients thinking differently,
and in my view correctly.
“I went to Birmingham City Council
for experience, it was never going to be a
long-term thing, it was all part of the plan.
I wanted to work for myself, I do not like
working for others. I was stuck in traffic
every day, doing a lot of commuting.”
The O’Reilly plan to shake off the
shackles of corporate life and branch out
on his own finally came to fruition with
the launch of SME Comply. “I had been
running a website, putting things together,
data protection and legal work.
“I was also finalising my MBA, which
gave me a great business foundation. I
undertook the MBA for my own personal
development, at my own cost. I thought it
would also be a good USP as the majority
of lawyers don’t have business experience.
“My clients not only get a lawyer, they

also get a business consultant, who can
advise on marketing or strategy. They like
that.
“Behind the scenes, I had been making
business contacts, people needing Data
Protection advice on a private basis. It was
sheer perseverance on my part, I would
put up blog posts and a few different
companies would pick up on them.
“I had three or four good SMEs. I was
able to offer them legal as well as data
protection advice. But just as I was getting
a steady income, Covid struck. It sunk me,
people did not have the money to spend on
Data Protection. I lost most of my retained
contracts.”
Not for the first time in a rollercoaster
career, Gary chose to reinvent himself once
again – with the crucial help of wife Sarah,
a pathologist at Worcester Royal Hospital.
“My wife was working throughout Covid,
and was able to provide for us...she was
the main breadwinner at that point.
“I looked after the children, I was a stay
at home dad, I found it very rewarding, I
would not have changed it for the world, I
loved every minute. I have become a great
cook and the kids will never forget it.”
Whilst SME Comply is still in its infancy,
Gary is encouraged by his progress, Covid
notwithstanding. “Things have picked
up, my clients vary, some of them are
very well-established, some are start-ups.

I have clients in the UK and four overseas
in Switzerland, America, two in Ireland.
My services vary for each. I can act as
outsourced counsel, Data Protection Officer
(DPO) or EU and UK representative from my
UK and Irish offices.
“GDPR has become worldwide. If you
know GDPR, the world is your oyster,
many other countries are introducing data
protection laws and using GDPR as their
model. In the morning, I have had to do a
webinar to a business group in Australia
on GDPR compliance post-Brexit and then
I can have calls to a law firm in the Silicon
Slopes of Utah from 8pm to 10pm. With
technological advances the world is a lot
smaller.
“When you are dealing with law all the
time, it can sometimes be quite boring.
I have got an MBA, I can offer advice on
strategy, I love getting stuck into business
problems and business issues. I am always
thinking business, I am always thinking if
something can become better. I can offer
companies legal services, Data Protection
services and business consultancy services,
three consultants for the price of one.”
So far, so good for SME Comply. Gary
says he has big plans for expansion,
including offering international companies
a one-stop shop for all legal and regulatory
advice on trading in the UK post-Brexit, and
for UK companies who now have to comply

with the red tape of trading in the EU.
“For example, the need for an EU
representative if a UK business offers goods
or services to EU based individuals. Very
few companies know about this ‘hidden
obligation’ but non-compliance can lead to
a hefty fine and damage to reputation.”
Gary is conscious that he owes an
overwhelming debt to his wife Sarah. “I
want to get to the stage where I can return
the favour to Sarah, where she can work
less and I can come to the fore. I have
come to the stage in life where family
comes first. Money will return to you, time
won’t.”
Nevertheless, family duties
notwithstanding, Gary sees today’s legal
environment as a potentially profitable
area to pursue. “There is a lot more choice
out there, consumerism is a word I like
to use, people are not stupid, they know
their rights, I feel that very few lawyers can
hide behind a veil of £500 an hour any
more. My fees are affordable and agreed
in advance, so there are no large legal bills
coming through the letterbox.
“I want to build this business. I want to
get to a point where I can afford a retreat
on the West Coast of Ireland, in Donegal,
Sligo or Galway. The beautiful thing is
that with advances in technology and
the remote nature of my work I can work
anywhere with my laptop.” l
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PP Bounces
Back in Style
Tony Hague on a relentless rise from recession

T

hey’ve been a proud and ultimately inspiring feature of the
West Midlands industrial landscape for more than 50 years – and
nobody can tell the story of PP Control & Automation better than
CEO Tony Hague.
That story encompasses a wide range of everyday products and a
vast array of machinery and processes, all linked to a factory in one
of the region’s lesser-known communities in the heart of the former
Cannock Chase coalfield.
“Not a day goes by when people in the UK do not use a product
which is part of the PP story, such as crisps, milk, mobile phones...
this little company in a place called Cheslyn Hay works with 15 of

the most successful machine builders, world number ones in their
own spheres,” says Tony, sitting in the firm’s well-appointed offices
on a typically winter December morning in Staffordshire.
“We are the first cog in a very long wheel...we supply systems
which go onto machines which weigh and bag crisps...we have
links with dairy, with food manufacturing processes, with Formula
One.
“When you buy a new Smart Phone for your teenage son or
daughter and they drop it down the toilet but it doesn’t break
because it is waterproof, we have made the machinery which helps
to waterproof it.
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“The customers we have here world-leading
machine manufacturers...they are only going to
grow and we want to be on that journey with
them.”
Nothing illustrates the admirable history of
PP better than its response to the ‘war effort’
during the early months of the UK’s worst
medical emergency for 100 years as Covid-19
threatened to bring much of the UK economy to
its knees.
“We were open 24-7, working double shifts.
We provided over 50,000 parts which went
into medical ventilators. We had never made
these parts before...we worked crazy hours. Just
before Easter 2020 we had to scale up to start
producing products in just hours or days.
“We turned offices into production areas. We
were sourcing parts and tooling and working
every hour God sends. We were manufacturing
parts that went into ventilators – electrical
assemblies and critical wiring harnesses.
“It was a call to arms, a call to action. This
was something much bigger than work. It was a
great learning curve for us, it gave us a chance
to get involved in a national effort. I was in my
car racing all over the UK...I was putting out
calls for action on social media, I was e-mailing
people, calling suppliers.
“We were racing around, picking up parts,
picking up tooling. We took a lot of satisfaction
from seeing people respond to it, I took a lot
of pride from it...this was going back prevaccination. People were dying.”
The firm’s extraordinary response to the UK
Ventilator Challenge says a great deal about
the 230-strong workforce at the Staffordshire
company, which has mushroomed over the
last 20 years from a manufacturer with just 36
employees and a £3.5 million turnover in 2001
into a thriving concern with global links and
sales revenue approaching £30 million.
But none of the company’s achievements and
growth over the last two decades would have
been possible without the original vision and
energy of industrialist David Fox, the man who
first saw the potential for PP – and would later
hire Tony Hague to help steer the firm towards a
more prosperous future.
Tony recalls: “David acquired the company
in 1989, it was a very traditional switchgear
manufacturing business which had fallen on
hard times. He was a sales engineer and had
worked for a number of companies. He decided
that he wanted to set up his own business, and
acquired the name of Power Panels Electrical
Systems and set it up on a small site in Bloxwich.

He built up a nice little control panels business working for several Midlands
companies, including Austin Rover.
“It was focused on control panels and switchgear work and he built it into a
£2 million revenue business over a number of years. He moved onto this site in
Cheslyn Hay in 1994.”
By then, Tony, an apprentice-trained engineer whose father was a draughtsman
– “My dad was always wiring, designing and drawing, I was always playing with
wires and batteries, I was always destined to become an engineer” – had been
offered a job by David.
By his early 30s Tony had risen to sales and marketing director at Italian-owned
Lovato UK, a Stourbridge-based controls distributor, where he first encountered the
man who would later shape his career.
“David kept chipping away, he said: “You should come and work for me, we get
on really well. You are a great sales guy.” It was like a father/son relationship.
“That was in 2001. I thought ‘why not?’ Let’s give it a go. The business at
that time was 36 people, with a £3.5 million turnover. It was called Power Panels
Electrical Systems, a nice business not making a lot of money. The company had 50
customers, but they were not making any money from most of them.”
Key to the subsequent resurgence and growth of the Cheslyn Hay firm was
its relationship with Worcester-based Mazak, a Japanese-owned machine tool
manufacturing company.
“Mazak were our first true partner and we are still working with them now,
all these years later. They were light years ahead of PP, they spoke about Kaizen

‘‘

“ I was always playing with wires and batteries, I was
always destined to become an engineer.”
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(continuous improvement), working in
partnership together. The Mazak relationship
and type of partner that you invest in for the
future was the blueprint for the future sales
strategy.
“They were the catalyst for change in the
early 2000s. They are our most important
and treasured partner. They would send
engineers onto the shopfloor for quality
checks, we were very much the student, they
were very much the teacher. That developed
into a change in culture, they put us on this
journey. We owe them a massive debt.
“Japanese manufacturing processes
were light years ahead of the UK in culture
and attitude. On the back of growing with
Mazak, we targeted other OEMs in different
sectors such as food, printing, packaging.
We had a great customer reference in terms
of Mazak and we attracted more customers,
enjoying year-on-year growth of 15 to 20
per cent.
“We were successful and we attracted

‘‘

new OEMs, they liked what they saw and
we grew the business. We took on extra
staff and extended the factory three times.
We are up to 230 people now and sales
revenue is approaching £30 million.”
Today’s transformed operation at PP –
now renamed PP Control & Automation
– marks a stark contrast to the grim days
of 2008-09, when the sub-prime mortgage
crisis in the US triggered a vicious global
recession and subsequent banking bailouts.
“I have never seen anything like it. It
hit manufacturing so hard. I was scared to
answer my mobile phone at one point – it
was unbelievably grim, everyone on the
customer order books turned to mush.
“It was the first time I have ever had to
make redundancies, 30 to 40 out of around
170. As directors, we decided to take pay
cuts. We were completely fair, consistent
and communicated with staff.”
But true to the PP work ethic and the
firm’s capacity for reinvention, within just

a year the bleak days of recession were
history. “Within 12 months or so, we had
rebounded and grown 100 per cent.
“Of all the people we had made
redundant, everyone came back, apart from
one lady who was six months pregnant.
That tells you a large amount about this
business – nothing made me happier than
to see these people come back, this business
is like a family.
“We had seen our revenues drop by
minus 70 per cent one year, only to rebound
by 100 per cent the year after.
“When we went into this grim period,
we did lots of things to protect the liquidity
of the business. We had founded our own
in-house training school in 2001 and created
a structured training roadmap. So we made
the minimum number of people redundant
and doubled up on training hours for all
employees It accelerated personal growth
and development - improving processes,
removing waste and optimising productivity

“This business is everything to me – it is a privilege to have the role of CEO here. I thoroughly enjoy
what I do. I can’t imagine ever doing anything else – it is the only thing I know.”
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etc. Almost everyone in the business went
through the training school.
“In 2010 our revenues doubled, it put
us back on the right path. It had been a
blip in growth, a bloody painful blip but we
recovered.”
Tony, 52, is justifiably proud of PP’s
progress over the last decade during an
era of continued shrinkage of the UK
manufacturing base. “We have got 26
customers and 15 of them are world
number one in their own specialisms,
whether it be pharmaceutical, medical,
printing or laser marking. We have worked
hard to develop our capabilities. In the
last decade, market opportunities and
technology have accelerated – we are
talking about a new era of automation and
control.
“I am absolutely delighted. We have
almost multiplied the business by 10 in 20
years.”
Even the horrors of Covid were insufficient

to blow PP off course, as Tony and his team
took on the UK Ventilator Challenge with
gusto. “We are a manufacturer, we cannot
work from home because we are a factory.
“We followed Government guidelines,
we introduced a new split shift system,
introduced mask-wearing, put in infra-red
cameras and set up our own lateral flow
testing capability.”
Before Covid struck, PP had entered
a new phase of investment and growth
thanks to Canadian group Ardenton Capital.
“David Fox was in his mid-80s and exited
the business in 2018. Ardenton invested in
the business – they are great partners. It has
not changed our culture, what has changed
is our ability to think bigger. Growing this
business needs a different approach to
investment.
“A company like Ardenton are long-term
partners, buy and build. It is about longterm growth. We have got a 5-year plan to
get the business to £50 million revenues.

We believe that there is a great opportunity
in North America and the ambition is to
achieve that. There is also a lot of growth
that we can achieve in the UK and Europe.”
In line with PP’s success, Tony was
recently named one of the LDC Top 50 Most
Ambitious Business Leaders for 2021 – but
dedicates the award to the firm and his
colleagues. “It is an award for the business, I
accepted it on behalf of everybody.
“This business is everything to me – it is
a privilege to have the role of CEO here. I
thoroughly enjoy what I do. I can’t imagine
ever doing anything else – it is the only thing
I know.”
Married to wife Debbie for 30 years
with a son and daughter in their 20s, Tony
admits he only switches off during the firm’s
Christmas festive shutdown.
“When I go on holiday, the first thing I
pack is a laptop and I-Phone.” It’s a formula
which seems to work for Tony Hague – and
PP Control & Automation. l

and help save lives
Help our aircrew by raising vital funds.
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In need of additional funding to
drive your business forward in 2022?
Do you have strong growth potential but limited trading
history or lack of security and can’t get support from
High Street lenders?
Need funds between £15,000 and £50,000
(subject to business status)
We are a Worcestershire based lender who have
government legacy funds available for lending to
businesses in the West Mercia Region (Worcestershire,
Herefordshire, Shropshire & Telford & Wrekin)
For more information and the link to begin the
application process, please visit our website.
www.impetus-marches.co.uk • Email: lending@impetus-marches.co.uk
MRRT Ltd, The Garden House, WR10 1PZ
Registered in England 05112041
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OPINION

WHEN A
CURVEBALL
STRIKES
Martin ‘The Warrior’ Warrillow on how
tough life can be for the disabled.
As I hope I’ve shown in these columns, life
as a stroke-survivor (and indeed, as their
principal carer) can be challenging at the
best of times.
You face constant arguments with the
nice people at the Department of Work
and Pensions; your life will become
dominated by medical appointments
(which hospital is best?, how can I get
there? in these Covid-infested days, will
my carer/ spouse/ partner/ significant other
be allowed to attend the appointment
with me?, will it be face-to-face or will
the doctor be expected to diagnose me
over the phone?); you will be constantly
worrying about whether you have enough
medication to get through the week.
You will spend half your life on the
phone to Social Services, trying to find
an understanding human being to speak
to and then waiting for the relevant
person to carry out their responsibilities
(“we’re sorry for the delays; everyone’s
working from home because of Covid”);
if you have carers visiting your home on
a regular basis, you will worry every day
about when they are going to turn up or,
indeed, if they are going to turn up at all
because almost every care-provider in the
country, whether public or private sector,
is suffering from staff shortages.
These are just some of the daily difficulties
that stroke-survivors, indeed all disabled
people, are faced with. But what happens
if life throws you another curveball which
you weren’t expecting? One which throws
most or all of the above circumstances into
chaos? What happens then?
It happened to a friend of mine a couple

of weeks ago. He retired a few years ago
after a distinguished career in journalism
which saw him take the editor’s chair at
several major regional newspapers, so
he considers himself a pretty resourceful
character.
His wife had a stroke in the autumn of
2020 and had several months in hospital,
at a specialist stroke unit. On her release,
which transpired even though she was still
semi-paralysed because both she and my
friend wanted to explore the possibilities
of her being cared for at home, a 24-hour
care package was put in place, various
bits of kit were delivered to the house and
they set about living as reasonably normal
a life as is possible in the circumstances.
I speak to him every week and although
I don’t doubt that both of them have
‘down’ days, as do Mrs Warrior and I, they
seem to be coping remarkably well. Or at
least they were until a couple of weeks
ago….
Our routine is that I text him in the early
part of each week to arrange a time
for our conversation which fits around
the various care visits and other issues
mentioned above. He then messages me
back pretty quickly to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
On this occasion, three messages went
unanswered, his phone was off and I was
starting to get concerned.
I didn’t hear from him for nearly a week
until, at the exact time I had suggested for
a call, my phone rang. It was, of course,
my friend, and all became clear. Storm
Arwen had descended, wiping out all
power to their village and leaving them
with no heat, light, gas or electricity for

the best part of four days.
Now, I know this could happen to anyone
(and indeed, it did affect thousands of
homes), but imagine facing all of the
issues mentioned above and having no
domestic power. My friend’s wife didn’t
get out of bed for four days because the
electric hoist which is part of the process
wouldn’t work; he found himself having to
wear six layers of clothing to keep warm
and going to bed at 6.30pm because
it was the warmest part of the house.
Perhaps most importantly, there were
issues with carers.
My friend’s home lies at the bottom of a
steep hill. Storm Arwen, as you may recall,
came with vast amounts of snow which
made access by vehicle impossible. So for
four days, the visiting carers had to park
their cars a mile-and-a-half away and walk
through deep snow, up and down a steep
hill to fulfil their responsibilities.
They could have refused to turn out. They
could have said: “It’s all too difficult.” But
they didn’t because there were disabled
people in a difficult situation who needed
their care and support.
One of the reasons I agreed to write
these columns was to open the eyes of
the business world in the West Midlands
to aspects of life which they may not
normally see. It’s too easy, in those
circumstances, to turn our heads away
and say “Nothing to do with me, I’m OK.”
I hope my friend’s story will make a few
people think and should they have that
attitude, change their minds. l
Website: www.askthewarrior.com
Podcast: Thewarriorpodcast.libsyn.com
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‘THAT WILL
NEVER
WORK’
Netflix co-founder Marc Randolph on
building a business. By Josh Sims.

ou can start out your career as an entrepreneur with the notion
that, when you’re asked at some later date, you’ll tell the whole story.
And the first time you’re asked ‘so where did the idea come from?’
you launch into this tale of the people and the influences - and you
start to see their eyes glaze over,” laughs Marc Randolph.
“Pretty soon you get to learn nobody really wants to hear the long
story. And so you come up with an easier, shorter story instead - but
one that resonates has to leave you feeling some kind of emotional
truth about the product,” he adds. “It’s eBay and needing to get rid of
your girlfriend’s Pez dispensers, or Uber and not being able to get a
cab when it’s raining on New Year’s Eve. It resonates. Even if it’s not
strictly true, it’s emotionally true.”
Randolph’s short version is ‘a guy has a late fee on a movie, and
this time he’s really miffed about it’. That’s not quite how Netflix
came about - Randolph is the co-founder and was the first CEO
of what would become the entertainment behemoth. Indeed, when
Randolph and his colleague Reed Hastings were about to lose their
jobs - albeit by having their software company acquired - they started
riffing on new business ideas. Anything went. Personalised dog
shampoo was one consideration.
And then came that late fee on a video tape (ask your parents) at
Blockbusters (ditto). What if you could return the tape by post? And
never mind tape, what about these newfangled things called DVDs?
What if they were posted out to you, as part of a subscription service?
There and then, Randolph and Hastings bought a DVD and posted the
disc to themselves. It survived. The journey to market dominance was
less easy: two years in, they were millions down and pleading with
Blockbuster for some kind of merger. Like EMI and The Beatles,

Photography: Gage Skidmore
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Blockbuster turned them down. It went
bankrupt a few years later.
“Developing new ideas is the most fun
part of entrepreneurship,” says Randolph,
who lives in California and spends most of
his time outdoors, on bikes or surfboards,
in kayaks or up mountains - anywhere, and
the irony is not lost on him, but in front of
a screen. It was backpacking throughout
his childhood as part of the US’ National
Outdoor Leadership School programme to
which he genuinely attributes the skills in
communicating, decision-making and team
leading that has made him such an effective
entrepreneur in adulthood.
“The ideas you come up with might
start out of frustration - ‘why isn’t there an
easier way to do this?’ You start with things
you know well. [But it’s fun because] you
can suspend concerns about how expensive
it could be, or who you’d be competing

with. You just don’t care,” he adds. “All
entrepreneurial businesses start out as a
team of merry risk-takers and they love that
and they work really hard at it but when
they realise it doesn’t work they’re totally
fine dropping that and doing something
else.”
It’s the bit of building a business that
Randolph loves. By his own admission, his
skill set isn’t in building a business. He can
build a team; he can do the triage - “when
you start out there’s always a hundred
things broken and you have the resources to
fix two of them and the skill is identifying
which two because it may not be the ones
that are shouting loudest”; he can name a
company - though still wonders if ‘Netflix’
sounds more like a porn channel; he can
find the product/market fit, to use the
lingo. But the later work of optimisation, at
supply chain efficiency, at shaving points

off margin - all of that leaves him a little
cold. It’s why he got out of Netflix early.
It’s also why he’s the host of a podcast
that goes by the name of ‘That Will Never
Work’, in which he advises people just
getting started with their business as to
where to go next. He’s the author of a
book by the same title. And, of course,
he’s ready to put his money into those
ideas that he thinks have legs - one of his
latest investments was in the data sciences
company Looker, which sold to Google for
$2.6bn.
“There’s a debate these days amongst
‘seed’ and ‘angel’ investors about whether
it’s better to do herd investing where
basically you find the few companies that
are self-evidently going to do well and then
fight to get an allocation, or do you say I’m
going to be the guy who take longer shots
on companies that are not yet visible,”
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muses Randolph. “And I don’t know which
is better for making money but I vastly
prefer working with those companies that
are ‘crazy’ ideas. But more importantly I’ve
stopped working with companies where
the criteria is an expectation that I have to
make money from the investments. I do
it because I really enjoy having the front
row seat on watching an entrepreneur take
a shot at something interesting. I have no
clue which will make money. But I know
who I like.”
Remarkably, for one who made it big, he
worries about the whole tenor of business
today, at least in the US. The media buzz,
the investor gossip, all seems to circle
around talk of billions, rather celebrating
those much, much smaller, entirely unsung
entrepreneurial efforts that make up the
bulk of national economies.

“I think there’s this whole overglorification of the money side of business,
which is a disservice because the vast
majority of these companies are not tech
ventures, they’re not VC funded - they’re
people using their savings, because
their objective isn’t to build these huge
companies to make themselves and their
investors rich,” says Randolph. “They
want to have a job they enjoy, they want
to provide an income for a handful of
employees and they’re perfectly happy with
that. I really believe there’s honour in that.”
Of course, he acknowledges, that’s easy
for him to say. But it’s a genuinely held
sentiment. Randolph knows more than most
that, of all the crazy ideas he came up with,
that Netflix worked out so well was as
much a matter of good luck as it was good
judgement.

“The thing is that nobody knows
if an idea will work or not. Every big
successful venture you can think of
started out as something someone else
thought wouldn’t work. And often they’re
right. And usually the business you
start out with isn’t the one you end up
with anyway. But someone had enough
confidence to try something and push by
someone else’s cynicism,” he says.
And surviving in business is tough,
he adds. “Early on in my career I had a
software product, a spreadsheet, and we
got the great news that it won ‘Product
of the Year’ in this prestigious computer
magazine. We were all excited,” he recalls.
“So we looked to see who else had won
over past years - and nearly all of them
weren’t here anymore. That was a lesson
there.” l
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Curry King
Still Reigns

bw-magazine.co.uk

Jon Griffin samples the exotic delights of Eastern Eye

H

e once made it into the Guinness
Book of Records for cooking the world’s
biggest curry – and Abdul Salam is still
serving up mouth-watering portions at the
Eastern Eye in Lichfield.
Back in 2005 Abdul unveiled to the world
a truly monster curry – 10.3 tonnes worth
in total – to claim his place in the record
books. But the cuisine at the Eastern Eye
has never been simply about quantity....
Back in 1985 Bangladesh-born Abdul,
who had learnt some of the tricks of the
trade from the age of 16 in the Brick Lane
area of the East End, the Savoy Hotel

‘‘

and other London dining establishments,
saw the potential for a new restaurant in
Lichfield city centre, still today one of
the more attractive locations in the West
Midlands.
As Abdul recalls today: “The premises
came on the market in 1985 – it had been
a coffee shop and a place serving baked
potatoes. I took it over and launched it as an
Indian restaurant.
“I spent £90,000 on it and we launched in
1987. We are still here all these years later
and I think the secret of our success is down
to quality. We have a lot of regulars and

they are a bit like family. In would say that
as many as 90 per cent of our customers are
regulars.”
I count myself as one of those regulars,
and for more than 20 years have never
been disappointed by the exotic fare at
the Eastern Eye, which has continually
provided customers with memorable dishes
designed to tantalise the taste buds. I can
recall one dish of curried pheasant there
which was quite simply one of the great
culinary experiences of my life.
Abdul has never been backward in
coming forward to promote the Eastern Eye,

“I spent £90,000 on it and we launched in 1987. We are still here all these years later and I think the
secret of our success is down to quality. We have a lot of regulars and they are a bit like family. I would
say that as many as 90 per cent of our customers are regulars.”
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and counts among his customers down the years the
likes of politicians such as David Cameron, David
Owen and Neil Kinnock, football stars including
Andy Gray and Steve Staunton and Brummie rocker
Roy Wood of Wizzard fame, who apparently loves
curry as much as he loves Christmas....Local MP
Michael Fabricant is also a frequent cheerleader for
Abdul’s delights.
There were no obvious celebrities there the night
we visited the Eastern Eye, although for a midweek
evening sandwiched between Christmas and New
Year it was still doing a decent enough trade.
The menu itself is as varied as some of Abdul’s
roll-call of celebrity customers down the years and
it’s hard really to know what to choose. Who can say
with any certainty whether they would prefer goat to
venison, or Queen Sultan Duck to Bengal Lamb?
But you can only eat one dish at a time despite
all the riches on the Eastern Eye menu, and Abdul
will always point you in the right direction if you
find yourself floundering amongst the Choylas (a
Nepalese-inspired dish), the Keshabpuris (a blend of
Bengali spices and herbs) and Gajaari Lamb (cooked
in a rich Sylheti sauce).
Indian restaurant fare can be rather filling if you
indulge too heavily with the starters and we had
already munched our way through the usual plate of
plain and spiced pappadums and pickles (the lime
pickle was sublime, to coin a phrase).

In expectation of the main courses to follow Julia
and I opted to share a half-sized selection platter
for two which comprised of onion bhaji, lamb and
chicken kebab, aubergine fritter, chicken tikka, sag
pakora, sweet potato fritter and fish massala. It was a
suitable prelude to the main event.....
Julia, whose appetite can be a shade unpredictable
at the best of times, was possibly the only diner
in evidence that night to try her luck with Abdul’s
Goat, which turned out to be a rich dark meat with
similar consistency to lamb. The dish is (according
to the menu) ‘marinated in Abdul’s special selection
of spices overnight, slowly stewed and then
cooked with ginger, garlic and amchor seasoning.’
Accompanied by a naan bread, she declared the goat
a culinary triumph.
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Abdul, who has carried out research for
his ever-changing menu in locations as far
afield as Beirut and Nepal alongside India
and Bangladesh, is particularly proud of
the dish, saying: “It is very popular and we
have been serving it here for 10 years.”
I opted for a dish which Abdul had
recommended a while back, called simply
1960 (in a reference to how Asian chicken
was served at the start of the swinging
sixties.) The menu describes 1960 as
‘inspired by Bangladeshi home cooking,
succulent pieces of chicken stewed and
cooked, replicating the true home cooking
experience.”
I would struggle to argue with any

of that, although I seem to remember
the late Mrs Joyce Griffin was more at
home with meat and potato pies than the
spices of Bangladesh. And although I still
occasionally miss my mum’s pies, 1960
proved a extremely tasty alternative six
decades or so later....
And on to the desserts, where we
polished off a truly memorable meal
by sharing a selection of ice creams, a
satisfying contrast for the palate after all the
spices and rich sauces.
We washed it all down with a couple of
pints of Cobra lager for me and two glasses
of house white wine for Julia, with Abdul
on hand to share his thoughts on the current

state of the nation as well as the state of the
menu at the Eastern Eye.
It’s curious to reflect how in the last
60 years Indian/Bangladeshi cuisine has
become such a mainstream staple of High
Street dining throughout the UK, often
replacing the post-war dishes of prawn
cocktail, steak and chips and black forest
gateaux at all those old Berni Inns (pleasant
as they often were for a 70s night out).
But these are very different times
compared to the decade that style frequently
forgot and more sophisticated palates desire
more sophisticated dishes. Abdul Salam is
still turning on the culinary style after 35
years at his beloved Eastern Eye... l
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Forward plan with our helpful

EVENTS DIARY
FEBRUARY
16-17 PACKAGING INNOVATIONS & EMPACK BIRMINGHAM 2022
www.thenec.co.uk/whats-on/packaging-innovations/
24

Social networking
www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/networking-events/events-calendar/listing/social-networking-220224/details

23

Manufacturing Forum
www.hwchamber.co.uk/product/manufacturing-forum/

16

Food and Drink conference sponsored by mfg Solicitors
www.hwchamber.co.uk/product/food-drink-conference-sponsored-by-mfg-solicitors-2/

16

Third Week Wednesday Live
www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/events/16022022/third-week-wednesday-live/

MARCH
8

International Women’s Day 2022
www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/networking-events/events-calendar/listing/celebrating-international-women-s-day-2022/details

31

Spring Expo
www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/networking-events/events-calendar/listing/spring-expo-2022/details

10

The Chamber Business Expo
www.hwchamber.co.uk/product/attending-the-chamber-business-expo-5/

29

Virtual Food and Drink Forum Sponsored by mfg Solicitors
www.hwchamber.co.uk/product/virtual-food-and-drink-forum-sponsored-by-mfg-solicitors-6/

16

Third Week Wednesday Live
www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/events/16032022/third-week-wednesday-live/

16

Black Country Women in Leadership
www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/events/10032022/black-country-women-in-leadership-celebrate-international-women’s-day/

To have your event listed here, please email jon@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

Plastic Packaging Tax.
Are you ready?

The Plastic Packaging Tax is due to be introduced on April 1, 2022, and the tax
applies to all plastic packaging produced within the UK. Don’t forget – it also
applies to imported plastic packaging too.
Here at Springpack, we’ve been working with our customers on their plastic
usage, and switching to more eco-friendly packaging solutions, but now is
the time to make sure you’re ready for the incoming changes.
So why is the Plastic Packaging Tax being introduced?
Put simply, it’s to encourage the sustained use of recycled plastic. One of the
main aims is to reduce the amount of plastic being sent to landfill.
Plastic packaging that contains less than 30% of recycled plastic will
face a tax charge of £200 per tonne.
By incentivising the use of recycled plastic, it creates a greater demand for
recycled material. This will hopefully lead to increased levels of collection, and
ultimately, recycling.
For the tax, the term ‘Plastic’ means any material consisting of a polymer. This
includes all compostable, biodegradable and oxo-degradable plastics.
How can my business prepare for the Plastic Packaging Tax?
Make sure you are up to date on the rules, and check whether you qualify for
exemption. Now is the time to ensure you have made the necessary
substitutions in packaging.
We recommend creating a file of products containing less than 30% recycled
content. If you need help with this, contact the Packaging Pro’s at Springpack,
and we’ll be able to help.
Once you’ve identified your products, you can begin sourcing alternatives
containing recycled content. We can help you with this, just email your
product list to us enquiries@springpack.co.uk.
How is recycled content calculated?
Recycled content is calculated using the mass balance approach:
For example, if a plastic item weighing 50g has 16g of recycled content, the %
recycled content is 32%. This would therefore be exempt from the Plastic
Packaging Tax.
Plastic Packaging Tax Reporting
As soon as you exceed 10 tonnes of plastics purchased, you will have 30 daysto register with HMRC. Your Tax returns must be submitted every quarter, and
records of plastic usage must be kept.
To get in touch with us regarding swapping
products for more eco friendly alternatives, or
to receive an audit, you can call us on 01905
457 000 or email enquiries@springpack.co.uk.

Make your
worries our
business.
Whatever problems you are
experiencing in your business,
we can help.
Begbies Traynor Group delivers solutions for businesses in the
areas of corporate recovery, restructuring, corporate finance,
property consultancy, refinancing, fund raising, credit control,
time to pay and asset disposal.
Contact us for a consultation:
3rd Floor, Temple Point, 1 Temple Row,
Birmingham, West Midlands, B2 5LG
T: 0121 200 8150 E: birmingham@btguk.com
28 Cleveland Street, Wolverhampton, WV1 3HT
T: 01902 489 860 E: wolverhampton@btguk.com
Office 2, Broomhall Business Centre, Broomhall Lane,
Broomhall, Worcester, Worcestershire, WR5 2NT
T: 01905 852 274 E: worcester@btguk.com
www.begbies-traynorgroup.com

Offices across the UK. www.begbies-traynorgroup.com
Begbies Traynor Group plc is a company registered in England and Wales No: 5120043.
Registered Office: 340 Deansgate, Manchester M3 4LY

